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                 Article Writing                
                 You will be on how to create staff satisfaction. Your group project focus will be on staff satisfaction as well. You should not collaborate with your group members on your individual project. ASSIGNME                You will be on how to create staff satisfaction. Your group project focus will be on staff satisfaction as well. You should not collaborate with your group members on your individual project. ASSIGNME

                Individual Project – Developing a Micro Training Session ASSIGNMENT: You will develop a 3-7-minute micro training session on an aspect of your  assignment topic that you believe is most relevant to your job. You will develop a training  session guide as well as developing the actual training session.  TRAINING SESSION GUIDE:   To create you training session guide – answer the following four questions.  1. What is the learning objective for this session?  a. These questions should be answered:  i. What are the most important skills that trainees need to understand by the end of the session ?  ii. Why are these skills important?  iii. How will you know that they have understood these co rrectly?   Helpful hint –  Know your ABCD of learning – who is your audience , what  behavior is needed at the end of the session, under what  conditions will this behavior or knowledge be used, and to what  degree/ level of knowledge or skill is needed. 2. Create an outline of the material you need to cover. List the points you need to cover  and in the order you need to cover them. 3. Determine how you will present the information to your students . What will be the best  approach for the material you are prese nting? Some methods you can use would be:  YouTube video, blog, flashcards, info graphics, games, quiz, the tool you want to use is  up to you.  4. How will you check to determine the key point was understood or main skill was acquired?   Be sure to review the grading rubric and the resources guide            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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